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Kirkpatrick appointed new dean
It takes a unified effort. My
job is to unify these efforts

Special to
The Exponent
The

University

of

Alabama in Huntsville has
selected one of its own to
lead the College of Liberal
Arts.
Dr. Sue Kirkpatrick, who
has chaired the psychology
department for the past
seven years, has been ap
pointed dean of the College
of Liberal Arts. Her ap
pointment
is
effective
August 17. Kirkpatrick has
been a UAH faculty mem
ber for 22 years. Her ap
pointment offers a new set
of challenges.
"It's a very important re
sponsibility and an out
growth of my academic ex
perience," said Kirkpatrick.
"I am pleased to have the
opportunity to work with
students, faculty and the
community to further liberal
arts education. There are
many constituencies a dean
has to serve, and this devel
opment and change is not
the product of a dean alone.
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and focus them."
Kirkpatrick also has the
confidence of the university
administration to accom
plish her goals as a dean.
"As
Chair
of
the
Psychology
Department
• and as a long-time partici
pant in undergraduate pro
gram development, Dr.
Kirkpatrick has demonstrat
ed her ability to serve this

university in a leadership
role,"
said
Dr.
Sam
McManus, Provost and
Vice
President
for
Academic Affairs. "I value
her commitment to students
and their success."
At UAH, Kirkpatrick has
also served as director of
the Academic Advisement
Center and Interim Director
of
Admissions
and
Registrar. Honors include a
Distinguished
Teaching

Award, Danforth Fellow,
The Ohio State University
Young
Professional
Achievement
Award,
Outstanding
American
Educators Award, World's
Who's Who of Women and
Who's Who of American
Women. Kirkpatrick has
also been active in commu-

See Kirkpatrick
page A-2

UAH welcomes students
math major, felt the orienta
Kenny Ostrom

Staff Wrier
UAH's freshman orienta
tion program, otherwise
known as Compass, ended
last Sunday with a picnic re
union of all five sessions.
The Compass Program
prepared students for col
lege life at UAH in five
two-day sessions over the
summer. At the end of the
last session, and also on
move-in day for students
living on campus, everyone
was invited back for the
"President's Picnic" by the
duck pond.
The students seemed to
enjoy the picnic. LeKeisha
Burton, an incoming fresh
man, said that while the ori
entation was "like an orien
tation," she enjoyed staying
over at the dorms, and the
party at the end of the first
day of orientation.
Luisa Reyes, an incoming

tion was too long, but she
met a lot of new people, and
sophomore transfer Charles
Bush was very grateful for
the course planning ses
sions with the Compass

"It's the President's
Picnic, but I'm just
the beneficiary of the
hard work of oth
ers."
— Frank Franz

counselors.
The Franz's wandered
about talking to everyone,
especially new physics stu
dents.
President
Frank
Franz
said,
"It's
the
President's Picnic, but I'm
just the beneficiary of the

and the defending national
champion concrete canoe
team showed off their new
lighter-than-water concrete.
The weather was, unfortu
nately, much too hot for our
other defending national
championship team to*appear.
Compass isn't just for stu
dents, though. Parents are
invited to visit the campus
with their sons and daugh
ters. They have their own
Compass orientation, sepa
rate from the students.
Ned Johnson, one of the
few parents actually at the
picnic, said that this is the
third child he's seen off to
college, and that UAH is the
friendliest of all he's visit
ed. (And yes, they were all
Southern.)
The Compass Program, di
rected
by
Rosemary

hard work of others."
The cheerleading squad
performed stunts, the soccer
team did a juggling demo,

See Compass
pageA-3

UAH to celebrate
women's
"Women have the same invaluable right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness that men have. Why have
they not this right politically as veil as men?"
Victoria Woodhill— House Judiciary Committee 1871.
Equality
Special to

The Exponent
On Aug. 26, 1920, after
more than 100 years of sitins,
marches,
hunger
strikes and other nonvio
lent protest strategies, 26
million American women
finally earned the right to
AoteWf..:
UAH's women's studies
program will celebrate
women's right to vote on
Monday, Aug. 26. The
day's events are sponsored
by the Friends of Women's
Studies Board at UAH.
"The
purpose
of
Women's Equality Day is
to educate the community
about the women's suf
frage movement, which
began in 1848." said Rose
Norman, associate profes
sor of English and director
of the Women's Studies
Program at UAH. "For the
past two decades, the
President of the United
S tates ; has proc I a i med
Aug. 26 as Women's
Equality Day, honoring the
day the amendment was
signed into law."
All events will take
place at Morton Hall be
ginning at noon. Events
and activities include dis
plays and exhibits, a
video festival. Women's

"We need an
advisor of the

"The university

ought to get the
equipment we
desperately

caliber of Dr.
Lee who will

steps to incor
porate the jour

need*

commit to

nalistic experi
ence gained
into the core
curriculums of
the communi
cation's department."

being our rep
resentative to
the administration and the
publication's board.

Gricel M. Ocasio
Editor

Denise Accardi
Entertainment Editor

should take

Alicia "fyson
Sports Editor

Room 200.
Archuleta* founder and
owner of MEVATEC, a
technical engineering firm,
was recognized last year,
as
the "1995 NASA
Minority Subcontractor of
the Year." Earlier this year,
Archuleta was one of five
women in the nation to re
ceive the 1996 Women of
Entetprtse Award spon
sored by AVON Products,
Inc., and the U.S. Small
Business Administration
honored her in June.
An official proclamation
designating August 26,
1996,
as
"Women's
Equality Day," has also
been signed by the gover-

" More money,
more money,

"I think that

more money!"

could be a
great paper if
the university
would keep it's
promises and
give us the
proper
resources."

Jennifer Lewter
Sci. & Tech. Editor

net

president and C.F..O. of
M EVATLC Corpora!ion.
is the Women's Equality
Day program guest speak
er. Her address, entitled
"Overcoming Banders to
Equality," will be given at
7:15 p.m. in Morton Hall.

How can The Exponent be improved?
"I believe we

contest,

working table, and a spe
cial empowerment activi
ty for Girl Scouts and
members of Girls, inc. All
events arc free and open
to the public.
Nancy F.. Archuletta,

The Exponent

William Smith
Assistant Editor

See Women
pageA~4
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Kirkpatrick
from page1
nity work. She has served
on the advisory boards of
Chi-Ho
Mansion
and
Community Council for
Children, the planning
board for Stepping Stone,
and awards committee for
the Alabama Federated
Women's Club.
Kirkpatrick began her ca
reer with a focus in re
search, but that focus
changed to teaching when
she arrived at UAH.
"I thoroughly enjoy teach
ing," said Kirkpatrick. "I
like to see students develop
in knowledge, research and

people skills, and be able to
apply that knowledge in
their research. Much of my
research is now spent with
students, which makes
those projects even more
special." Kirkpatrick's cur
rent research deals with
moral orientation of elderly
and young adults.
Kirkpatrick succeeds Dr.
Jack Ellis, who has served
as dean for the past four
years. Ellis, a professor of
history, is stepping down as
dean to return to the class
room and his research. Ellis
is an expert in modem
European history with an
emphasis on French history
and the social history of
medicine.

r

Who buys Treasury bonds?

Net foreign purchase of U.S. securities, 1995:

Total. S99.1 billion

UAH faculty
participte in
NASA program
Four University of Alabma
in Huntsville faulty memebers participated in NASA's
Summer
Faculty
Fellowship at Marshall
Space Flight Center.
Dr. Larry Smalley, profes
sor of physics, Dr. Ronald
Young, professor of biolog
ical sciences. Dr. Gordon
Wilson, assistant professor
of physics, Dr, Greg
Nordin, assistant professor
of electrical and computer
enginreering, participated
in the program.

Smalley worked on astro
physics, cosmology and
gravity; Young researched
cell biology and muscle cell
interactions; Wilson fo
cused on space plasma
physics; and Nordin worked
on lidar beam scanning.
The program pairs a profes
sor with a NASA colleague
to stimulate an exchange of
ideas. Participants attend
weekly seminars during the
program and present reports
on their research findings to
their NASA colleagues.

Western European
investors

$35.5 billion

WllffF

Japanese investors

Caribbean investors

$16.8 billion

$37.5 billion

IST
others$9.3 billion]

Differences: i. Picture is reversed. 2. Plate is larger. 3, Arm is
raised. 4. Lamp is missing. 5. Sweater is added. 6. Blind is
lowered.
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Paige Graves awarded Beta Gamma Sigma scholarship
tivities.

Special to

The Exponent

Find at least six differences in details between panels.

Beta
Gamma
Sigma
International Honor Society
in Business recently award
ed $1,000 scholarships for
use during the 1996-97 academic year to fifty out
standing Beta
Gamma
Sigma members. Paige R.
Graves of University of
Alabama in Huntsville was
named as one of the 199697 scholarship recipients.
Graves is a senior major
ing
in accounting
at
University of Alabama in
Huntsville. Selected by her
local Beta Gamma Sigma

PAIGE

GRAVES

chapter. Graves and the
other 49 winners were cho
sen based on their academic
achievements, leadership
and community services ac

Sigma.

Membership
in
Beta
Gamma Sigma is available
to business majors who
rank in the upper 7% of the
junior class, upper 10% of
the senior class or upper
20% of the graduating mas
ter's class and are enrolled
at institutions where the
business program is accred
ited by the American
Assembly of Collegiate
Schools
of
Business
(AACSB). While almost
300,000 students receive
bachelor's or master's de
grees in business each year,
only about 15,000 students
are elected to lifetime mem
bership in Beta Gamma

Beta Gamma Sigma was
founded as a national orga
nization in 1913 through the
merger of three separate so
cieties established to honor
academic achievement in
business. Since its found
ing, Beta Gamma Sigma
has continued to foster in its
members an enduring com
mitment to the principles
and values of the Society:
honor and integrity, the pur
suit of wisdom and earnest
ness. Beta Gamma Sigma is
now poised to enter the 21 st
century knowing that its
membership of 3 75,000
comprises the brightest and
best of business leaders.
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\STUFF TO DOThursday, August 22
Second day of classes!
6:30

p.m.

-

8:00

p.m.:

Concerts in the Park, Big
Spring International Park.
Featuring Heartland. For more
information call 533-6565.
8:00 p.m.: Theatre 'Round the
Comer presents Beauty & the
Beast, the age old classic
about how a pure beauty sees
through the rough exterior of
the beast to see a prince with
in. for more information call
539-PLAY.

Friday, August 23
5:30 p.m.(Gates Open), 8:00
(Race):
Huntsville
Speedway Race. Back to
school night sponsored by
p.m.

Pepsi. For more information
call 882-9191.

Saturday, August 24
2:00 p.m..: UAH Men's Soccer

vs. Covenant, Away, Lookout
Mountain, Ga. Preseason
Scrimmage. For more informa
tion contact the Athletic
Department at 890-6144.
5:00 p.m.: UAH Women's
Soccer
vs.
BirminghamSouthern, Away, Birmingham,
Ala.. Preseason Scrimmage.
For more information contact
the Athletic Department at 8906144.
8:00 p.m.: Movies on the
Mountain, Monte Sano Park.
Feature: Dirty Dancing. For
more information call 539FILM.

Sunday, August 25

Wednesday, August 28 the beast to see a prince with Department at 890-6144.

in. for more information call
539-PLAY.
Knoxville, Joe Davis Stadium,
Minor League Baseball. For 6:00 p.m.: Huntsville Stars vs.
Monday, August 26
Oakland A's, Joe Davis
7:00 p.m.: Summer Concerts more information call 882Stadium,
Minor
League
2562.
in the Park, Historic Downtown
Baseball. For more information
8:00
p.m.:
Theatre
'Round
the
Madison. Featuring Old Towne
call 882-2562.
Brass. For more information Corner presents Beauty & the
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.:
Beast,
the
age
old
classic
call 772-9922.
Concerts in the Park, Big
7:05 p.m.: Huntsville Stars vs. about how a pure beauty sees
Spring International Park.
through
the
rough
exterior
of
Knoxville, Joe Davis Stadium,
Featuring the Lifters perform
Minor League Baseball. For the beast to see a prince with
ing 50's and 60's a capella and
in.
for
more
information
call
more information call 882the Rocket City Brass quintet.
539-PLAY.
2562.
For more information call 5336565.
Thursday, August 29
Study Today!

I
I

7:05 p.m.: Huntsville Stars vs.

Tuesday, August 27

Saturday, August 31
All Day: UAH Volleyball, East
Texas
Tournament,
Commerce, Tx. For more infor
mation contact the Athletic
Department at 890-6144.
1:00 p.m..: UAH Men's Soccer
vs. Bellarmine, Home, Charger
Field. For more information
contact
the
Athletic
Department at 890-6144.

I

I

Sunday, September 1

4:00 p.m.: UAH Women's
6:05 p.m.: Huntsville Stars vs. 8:00 p.m.: Theatre 'Round the
Soccer
vs. Carson-Newman,
Friday, August 30
Knoxville, Joe Davis Stadium, Corner presents Beauty & the
Home-,
Charger Field. For
Minor League Baseball. For Beast, the age old classic All Day: UAH Volleyball, East
more
information
contact the
Texas
Tournament,
more information call 882- about how a pure beauty sees
Athletic
Department
at 890through the rough exterior of Commerce, Tx. For more infor
2562.
6144.
mation contact the Athletic

•
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Courting first years: The business behind orientation
Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
They wine you, they dine
you.
They take you to the top of
a Rocky Mountain peak at
midnight. They gather you
around a quad of ivy-cov
ered buildings for a can
dle-lighting
Ceremony.
They send you off with dis
posable cameras to take
photos around the city with
your new classmates. After
all, you're a freshman.
And some universities will
do just about anything dur
ing orientation to make sure
first-year students form a
bond with their institution
especially in the face of na
tional statistics that say
more and more students are
dropping out or transferring
after their freshman year.
According to a recent re
port from the American
College Testing program,
the number of students who
leave after freshman year is
26.9 percent, an increase of
about 2.5 percent over the
rate first reported in 1983.
That means if this year's
freshman class size is 500, a
college can expect about
135 students to drop out or
transfer before sophomore
year. If the class size is

2,000, on average 538
freshman will not be on
campus the following year.
For a class size of 5,000,
about 1,345 students will
not return. Education ex
perts blame the increase on
an improving economy,
which tempts some students
away from academia and
into the work world. Also to
blame, experts say, are ris
ing tuition costs, especially
at private schools, where a
four-year stay can total
more than an entire show
room of Ford Explorers.
And as always, there's the
loss of students due to
homesickness or academic
troubles.
So for many schools, fresh
man orientation, whether it
occurs during the summer
or before classes start, is the
perfect time for officials to
pitch
the
university's
strengths and prompt stu
dents to bond with new
friends and a new home.
"Any freshman orientation
you can do that blows them
away...is absolutely neces
sary." said Diana McNab,
director of wellness at the
University of Denver. "I
honestly think these orienta
tions are probably the
biggest impact we can have.
We got to get them right
away."
The first weekend at DU,

all 600 freshmen head to a
resort in the Rockies, where
they join faculty for a few
days of squaredancing,
crafts and
story-telling
around the bonfire. Then
there's the bonding experi
ence of scaling a mountain
peak at midnight.

head
to
Yellowstone
National park for a back
packing trip.
For some students, the ad
venture is closer to campus.
At St. Lawrence University
in Canton, N.Y., all 500
freshman gather around the
main quad at night to light

'It's just a great icebreak
er,' said McNab. 'You can't
not have a good time, hiking
up the mountain with a
glowstick...laughing your
ass off as you go up."'
The special attention to
freshman seems to be pay
ing oft at DU: the attrition
rate is 10 percent — far less
than the national average.
DU's "Pioneers in the
Rockies" program is more
than 30 years old. But more
schools now are choosing to
"bond" firstyear students by
sending them off on a camp
ing, canoeing, kayaking or
backpacking adventure be
fore classes start.
Dartmouth College has a
four day Outing Club trip
that ends at the school's
Ravine Lodge, where stu
dents can enjoy singing and
contra-dancing in the New
Hampshire
wilderness.
Marlboro College freshman
hike into the Vermont
woods.
Students
at
Whitman College in Walla
Walla,
Wash.,
have
"Scrambles," in which they

candles.
"The Quad Experience [is]
a way to make the freshman
class feel as if they all were
part of an adventure togeth
er," explained Lisa Cania,

Are you interested in journalism?????
Well, come by The Exponent....
We are always looking for new writers!!!!

suezqtre

Hot, Oven
Baked Subs
Mode to Order uuith
Fresh Ingredients!

DCCflTUR
MADISON
1 71 6 6TH flV€
8591 HUJV. 20 UJ
350-0770
772-9559
1628 Beltline Rd.
353-9333

HUNTSVIlie
3022 S. Mem.Pkujy.
882-1 222
700 Pratt five
534-4244

This Coupon is Good for
$ .50 Off Rny Sub or Salad!
Not valid with any other offer.
Valid at participating stores
only. Customer pays applicable
sales tax. Offer Expiires: 9/30/94
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Compass
From page 1
Robinson, hired 21 student
counselors
this
year.
Compass Counselor Troy
Skinner said, "It was fun. I
got to help out the fresh
men, and I met a lot of peo

director of university rela
tions, "that they can count
on one another, that they
would have experiences that
would bind them together."
Boston University holds an
event called Castle Cafe,
where first-year students
can play Twister, Chutes &
Ladders and other board
games.
Many colleges offer volun
teer or service projects dur
ing orientation to help stu
dents feel connected with

their new community.
For instance, at Gettysburg
College, students head to
the historic Civil War battle
fields
at
Gettysburg
National Military Park to
clear brush. Freshman at
Rockhurst
College
in
Kansas City, Mo., clean
neighborhood
streets;

ple. It was rough." The best
part for him was "the re
lieved look on the parent's
faces when they realized we
were telling the truth."
Compass is designed to
help students make the tran
sition from high school to
college. Through the course
of two days of orientation,
the students learn about uni

versity rules and regula
tions, take placement tests
and
get
their
ID's.
Counselors help them plan
out their courses for at least
the first semester so they

See Freshmen
page 4

can register and order their
books in advance. They
meet the faculty and deans
and tour the campus.

Resume Drop
for Fall Interview Day is
Thursday and Friday,
September 5-6 at UC 212

To participate, please bring additional resumes on
Thursday or Friday for the companies with which you
would like to interview.
Candidates must be registered with OCS. The last day to
register and still participate in Fall Interview Day is
September 4, 1996.

Career Information Day
Tuesday, September 24,1996
9:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m.
University Center Exhibit Flail
Dress professionally, bring resumes and be prepared to talk
with employers about career opportunities.

Fall Interview Day
Wednesday, September 25, 1996
University Center
Resume Drop is September 5 & 6
Candidates selected for interviews will be
contacted the week of September 16, 1996.

UAH OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES, UC 212,890-6612
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ty and townspeople.

Freshmen
from page 3
Huntington College fresh
men take the "Volunteer
Plunge" with a number of
community service projects;
American University stu
dents tutor refugees from
Central and South America.
Other colleges rely on
more unusual orientation
traditions.
All
450 freshmen at
Davidson College in North
Carolina are invited to run
the 1.7 mile "Cake Race."
The first 80 students to
cross the finish line pick
from an assortment of cakes
baked by the school's facul

Loyola
University
of
Chicago encourages its
freshmen to do things as a
group, such as exploring the
city with disposable cam
eras. incoming students also
can buy opera or ballet tick
ets for the price of a movie
ticket, as long as they go as
a group.
"Rather than lounging
aVound watching television
and not talking," said
Stephanie Kerch, manager
of media relations, "[such
events] force you to have to
interact as a group."
Such traditions reflect the
importance given to fresh
man orientation especially
at private colleges, where

the number of students who
leave before their sopho
more year has increased—
from 22.8 percent in 1983 to
25.9 percent in 1996, ac
cording to ACT statistics.
"When the economy is
strong...more people choose
not to go to college, or
choose to leave college,"
said David Merkowitz, di
rector of public affairs at the
American
Council
on
Education. "More students .
. . see more opportunity in
the job market."
As a result, "non-selective
private institutions are dig
ging deeper into the pool,"
he said. "Schools...have
been taking more at-risk
students."

Some private colleges are
forced to accept students
who lack the necessary aca
demic skills and economic
resources to stay there,
Merkowitz added.
At public schools, the attri
tion rate has remained
steady since 1983, although
the percentage of students
who leave, about 29 per
cent, is higher to begin with
than at private schools.
In general, the state-run
schools face more of a chal
lenge because they tend to
"take a much broader range
of students," Merkowitz
said.
Administrators at state-run
universities offer even more
reasons for the higher attri-

tion rate. These include the
enormous size of freshman
classes and a higher number
of non-traditional students,
who tend to take time off
before completing degrees.
In addition, state universi
ties often are located in
urban locations and may
draw a large percentage of
its student body from local
populations. The 23,000student University of TexasArlington serves the DallasFort Worth area and lists its
attrition rate at 34 percent—
five points higher than the
national average.
"People come here because
they live here," said Lou
Ann Schulze, assistant di
rector for UT-Arlington's
counseling
services.
"They're likely to have
things here...a job, spouse,
kids."
Students who pick up and
move to college tend to
make more of a commit
ment, she said. "They stay
longer on campus."
Tim Terman, a spokesper
son for West Virginia
University, said many of the
school's 22,500 students
come from either rural
areas, or, on the flip side,
much more urban environ
ments.

Every Day

"One problem we face is
culture shock," he said.
"For some of our in-state
students, West Virginia
University is too big and
there are too many people
with urban cultural atti
tudes."
Like many larger state-run
schools, WVU "has done
some things to make a big
university small," he said.
For instance, freshmen are
broken up into "houses" of
300 students, often with
• similar interests. Faculty
mentors live in the house or
nearby, Terman said.
At the 17,000 - student
University
of
Oregon,
upper-class students and
faculty call incoming fresh

Come to Office Depot for guaranteed low prices on:

Computers & Accessories
Software
School Supplies
Printers, Fax Machines, Calculators
and Other Business Machines
• Furniture

men while they're still in
high school to chat with
them individually — and try
to steer new students in the
right direction.
Often, the incoming fresh
man will ask questions such
as "Should I bring my prom
formal to campus?" or "Do
they have detention?" ac
cording to Jane Dcgidio, di
rector of student academic
progress. "It's amazing."

Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs

The OU staff relies upon a
1980 ACT study on student
retention as their basis for
planning orientation events,
Degidio said.

Call 1-800-557-3376

for the store nearest you

€

According to the study,
"The number one factor in
student retention is a caring
attitude of faculty and
staff," she said. "Students
are more likely to feel con

nected."
Increasingly, universities
are extending their orienta
tion of new students beyond
summer sessions and into
the classroom. At the
University
of
South
Carolina, an optional, se
mester-long course called
University 101 was started
more than two decades ago.
"It's just a class to get them
used to college life," says
Jeff
Wilson,
a
USC
spokesperson. The credited
course deals with issues
such as dating, sex, daterape, drinking and acade
mics and usually informs
students of the university's
services.
Universities around the na
tion have added similar
University 101-style cours
es to the curriculum, he
said.

Women
from page 1
nor, and mayors of other
cities in Madison County.
Norman said although
women were given the
right to vote 76 years ago,
people still need to be
made aware of the history
of the women's rights
movement.
"Wyoming became the
first woman's suffrage state
in 1890. But, Tennessee
was the last state needed to
ratify the 19th amendment,
and it passed by two votes.
The young man whose cru
cial vote changed the
course of history forever,
made good on a promise to
his mother to do the right
thing," said Norman.
She said the 19th amend
ment was passed by a onevote margin, on Aug. 18,
1918, by 24-year-old Harry
Burn, the youngest member
of the Tennessee House of
Representatives.
"Burn,
from a rural district in east
Tennessee, apparently fear
ing his mother's wrath
above that of his powerful
political colleagues voted
'yes' and the amendment
was carried."
Norman said before cast
ing the vote. Burn's mother,
a staunch suffragist admon
ished her son to: "Vote for
suffrage and don't keep
them in doubt. I notice
some of the speeches
against. They were very bit
ter...Don't forget to be a
good boy and help put 'Rat'
in Ratification."
For more information on
the Women's Equality Day
Celebration, contact the
UAH Women's Studies
Program at 890-6210.

August 22, 1996
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Bottled water got us
pregnant and goofy
W

\he Exponent has ing pc documents to Mac ers, even if they're used
two
computers
format. They're the only
computers. We're not that
which are used for computers with big moni- picky!
layout and the scantors. Unfortunately, one of
The problem is that we
ning of documents.
It was my understaitding we were hoping we
Besides them, we have
could run Quark
other small Macintosh w°uld
be getting two new Xpress and
mi(j
uu
do
computers used to Macintosh computers by June, some scanning and
write articles. They're But, June has come and gone and Other documents
mostly used by the tjlere are fW mw compUfers at tjie (i.e. Photoshop) on
section editors and the
the
those
10se
comPuters.
office."
"
reporters.
• But, they don't
In addtion to being used
for layout and scanning, the
big Macs are used convert-
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the monitors isn't in the best have enough hard drive ca
shape. These computers are
pacity to run Quark nor
leased by The Exponent. As Photoshop. So, we're back
technology advanced, these
where we started.
Macs, once the state-of-theI truly don't understand
art technology, have be
the dilemma. It was my un
come obsolete. Time has
derstanding we would be
also taken its toll on them.
getting two new Macintosh
With that in mind, let's computers by June. But,
take a look at the situation June has come and gone and
we're facing. One of the there are no new computers
computers can't print docu
at the office. I'm sure some
ments. The other one will people may think we're
not print most of the times pushy and demanding. The
either. The one with the nice truth is that I don't believe
monitor has a hard drive
we're asking for much. This
problem which can't be is rather a very small de
fixed by computer services.
mand, taking into consider
So, during publication we
ation the time and effort we
go nuts trying to solve not
put into the publication of
only the every day prob
The
Exponent, UAH's
lems we need to deal with, newspaper.
but figuring out why com
If you doubt the current
puter A can't print, and why
condition of our computers
computer B has no apparent or wish to give them a try,
disk space available.
please do so. We welcome
Frustration has become you to try and work with
the
prevalent
emotion
them and we wish you good
around here. We thought
luck.
there was a positive side to
I still don't have an an
all of this. We thought the swer to my question. Why
good news were that we
can't we get one or two de
would be getting some cent computers which could
computers, with layout ca
ease our job? Is that too
pability, from University
much to ask? I don't think
Relations. They're not new
so.
computers. That's not really
I'll just take a deep breath
a problem. We would be and wait, wait and wait ...
happy to have any computWish me luck!

Lisa J. Ortiz

The Exponent is Ihe sludcnl pro
duced newspaper of The Universily
of Alabama in Humsville, published
each Thursday during the school
year, and every other Thursday dur
ing the summer session.
The Exponent editorial and busi
ness staff may be contacted by
phone at (205) 890-6090, or by fax
at (205) 890-6096. Send mail to:
The Exponent. UAH. UC 104.
Huntsville, AL 35899. The Exponent
welcomes letters to the editor con
cerning any topic. Letters should be
typed and no longer than 300 words.
The Exponent reserves the right to
edit letters for errors, punctuation,
clarification, and to conform to
length and style requirements.
Letters must include the author's
name, address, phone number and
student number (if applicable) so
that authorship can be confirmed, al
though names can be withheld on
request.
Opinions expressed incolumns or
letters are those of the authors and
not necessarily that
of The
Exponent, its staff or management.
All materials contained herein,
except advertising or where indicat
ed otherwise, is Copyright 1995 by
The Exponent and protected under
Ihe "Work Made for Hire" and
"Periodical Publication" categories
of the U.S. Copyright Laws.
Materials herein may not be
reprinted without the expressed
written permission of The Exponent.

icn you get right
down to it, my
fr
friends
David
and Wendi are responsible for
the recent upheaval in my
life.

being.

•T

See, Dave and his wife live
in Nashville. She writes
books, does research and
works on her doctorate. He
does whatever he wants to,
which consists of running a
coffee shop right now. All in
all, it seems like a pretty
good, kind of relaxing life.
Which is one reason my
wife and I like to go see them
whenever we can. Of course,
they're pretty nice people, so that's a fac
tor. And they have a great dog and a new
baby, which I'm sure will contribute to the
visitation factor in the future.

I'm still frightened, knowing
that my screwups will now
affect an entirely blameless
child. I'm still sad, knowing
that my father never got to be
a grandfather. I'm still elated,
knowing that Lucille andI are
going to have the best child
ever conceived. In short, I'm
just giddy with emotion.
"Guess what," I said to
friend at school the other day.
"You're going to be a father,
she replied.
I was flabbergasted. This was
to be my first public ac
knowledgement, and nobody
at school knew anything yet. So how did
she know already?

Sean Jaco

Anyway, as I said, Dave and Wendi live
in Nashville. Now, Nashville is a great
town, one of my personal favorites as a
matter of fact, but it does have one big
drawback: the water literally stinks. Unless
you are born there, you end up drinking
bottled water.
Ifeel certain this bottled water is respon
sible for the current pregnancy of my wife,
Lucille. Hey, it makes sense: Dave and
Wendi drink bottled water, they get preg
nant. Sean and Lucille visit Dave and
Wendi and drink their bottled water and
boom! They get pregnant. What else could
it be?
Actually, we're tickled pink that Lucille
is pregnant, because we wanted to get
pregnant this year. It was just a shock, be
cause we hadn't really been actively trying
yet; we thought we were still just practic
ing ...
I wouldn't presume to speak for Lucille,
but I can tell you what I felt: fear, elation,
worry, hopefulness, sadness, pride and just
a scattered host of emotions. My knees sort
of went weak when that pink strip turned
pink and stayed that way andI realized that
I am now responsible for another human

"You've got that goofy look on your
face," she told me.
See, everybody knows about the 'preg
nant glow' that women get. We hear about
it on TV and the movies; poems have even
been written about it. A lesser known phe
nomenon involves the'goofy look' that sur
rounds men who are to become fathers.
Apparently our brains become somewhat
starved for oxygen as the blood rushes
from our heads to inflate our pride-filled
chests. This oxygen starvation causes the
glazed eyes and dazed expressions that
constitute the 'goofy look.'
If I'm excited, though, who can blame
me?Ican see past the stinking diapers, the
ear-splitting crying and the croup, the
hourly sleep disturbances and the sore nip
ples. (Admittedly, they aren't my sore nip
ples, which makes them easier to over
look...)
I can see my child's first words, first fish
and first day of school. I can see myself
teaching my child the things that are im
portant to me, the way my father taught
me.
I can see another generation of Jacos
springing up, sharing with the world what
ever gifts are given it.
And that's not such a bad thing, y'know.

The Interfraternity Council: Greeting students at UAH
Wplrnmc
11 AH
Welcome tn
to UAH,

which
as you know is one of the
most respected and fastest
growing universities in the
South. College is much
more than just classes.
Getting involved and join
ing clubs and organizations
make the complete college
experience.
One of the
highlights of these groups is
UAH's Greek system.
The
Interfraternity
Council — better known as
IFC — is the governing
body of the fraternities. The
IFC is hosting Fraternity
Rush August 25-29. Many
of you may never have
thought about joining a fra
ternity before or may think
that college fraternities are
just like high school frater
nities. If this is the case, I

oelz UAH
u
ask
you to go »u
through
our Fraternity Rush
so you can have a
chance to see all of
our fraternities for
yourself.
Our fraternities are
not the "animal hous
es" that you see on
TV, they realize that
the most important aspect of
college life is an education.
Our fraternities will help
you with your education
process as well as teach you
things that you can not learn
in a classroom. Being in a
fraternity will teach you
how to work within a group,
run a large organization, net
work with business people
in your field, and most im
portantly build lifelong
friendships that you will

_

cherish forever. This does
not mean that we do not
have responsible parties and
mixers because as you will
see fraternity parties ac
count for a majority of the
student life at UAH.
Once again, I ask you to
give us as well as yourself a
chance to get to know each
other personally. We have
seven fraternities at UAH
and all differ tremendously,
so no matter what your in

terests are, there is a
fraternity for you. The
way that you can get
registered for fraternity
rush and get a chance
to meet most of the
leaders on campus and
make friends with sev
eral hundred men and
WiStf
women is to go to the
University Center Room
100. There you will find
Toni Morgan, our Greek
Advisor, who will get you
signed up for rush. The cost
is only $10 and just because
you go through rush does
not mean you have to join a
fraternity. So, come out and
meet people. The deadline
for registration is the open
ing session which is Sunday,
August 25th at 2:00p. m. in
the Administrative Science

Building auditorium.
Ihope to see you there tak
ing the first step towards
making your college experi
ence an enjoyable and com
plete one.
Todd Whetstone
IFC President

Voice your
opinion!
Write letters to the
editor and let us
know how you feel!
The deadline is
Thursdays at 10a. m.

DO IT NOW!!
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Meteorite from Mars gets hi-tech scrutiny
C. L. Smith
Sci. & Tech. Writer
The case for ancient martian life is circumstantial.
Scientists are promising
more rigorous examinations
of the evidence. What is
quite certain is that mete
orite ALH84001 did in fact
come from the Red Planet.
This is due to the work of
two robot Viking spacecraft,
which sampled the environ
ment of Mars upon landing
in 1976. Scientists matched

the composition of trapped
gases within the meteorite
with that of the martian at
mosphere reported by the
Vikings.
The detection of evidence
of life inside the martian
meteorite was made possi
ble by more recent discov
eries in terrestrial biology
and laser technology.
The Allan Hills meteorite
was
discovered
in
Antarctica in 1984, but pre
vious studies did not pick
up any evidence of fossil
life.

The discovery on Earth of
extremely small life forms
called
"nanobacteria"
spurred the scientists to re
examine the sample more
closely.
At
NASA's
Johnson
Space Center, an advanced
electron microscope was
trained on fractures within
the rock, revealing tubular
fossil-like structures next to
tiny carbonate globules.
The carbonate deposits
are thought to have been
created by water saturated
with carbon dioxide from

early martian atmosphere,
assisted by whatever life
forms may have been pre
sent.
Meanwhile at Stanford
University, Dr. Richard N.
Zare developed a method to
measure trace amounts of
organic molecules without
altering or destroying the
sample being measured.
The method is called "microprobe two-step laser mi
croscopy." It uses a pulsed
infrared laser to vaporize a
tiny spot on a sample within
a vacuum. A second laser

sophomore died of cardiac
arrest after participating in a
federally sponsored re
search study for which she
was paid $150.

same morning and died less
than 48 hours later.
"Our findings ... .have in
dicated that she had a high
level of Lidocaine," said
Bob Loeb, public informa
tion
director
for
the
University of Rochester
Medical Center, which con
ducted its own investiga
tion.

Hoiyan Wan, 19, voluntered to undergo a bron
choscopy, a 45-minute pro
cedure in which cell tissue
is collected from the lungs
by way of a tube inserted

After a short observation
period following the proce
dure, Wan was released and
went to a friend's house,
hospital officials said. She
suffered a heart attack that

Wan was reported to be in
good health before the study
and signed a consent form
before the procedure was
done, he said.
The Medical Center per

Press Release
Special to The Exponent

A University of Rochester

why this works as well as it
does," said Zare.
For the meteorite exami
nation, the laser was turned
to ionize polycylic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH).
The Stanford researchers
found easily detectable
amounts of PAHs concen
trated near the carbonate
globules, adding to the cir
cumstantial case for life on
Mars in the past.

forms about 250 broncho
scopies each year, and usu

"Life on Mars?
How to Answer the
Question"

ally 50 are on volunteers
participating in the study,
Loeb said.
The study "has been on
going for 10 years," he said.
"We've had volunters go
through 10 procedures"
without subsequent health
problems.
The study, done in con
junction
with
the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is funded by a
grant from the National
Institute of Health.

Wednesday, August 28,7-8:30 p.m.,
at the Huntsville-Madison County
Public Library auditorium, 915
Monroe Avenue.
Local experts on Mars will be
there, including NASA employees.
Free admission, public welcome.
Call 461-3064 or
721-1083 for information.

Student dies after participating in research study
into the throat and wind
pipe. The research was for a
study on how the environ
ment may effect the lungs.
Hospital officials said
Wan, who was conscious
throughout the procedure,
was apparently given an
overdose of Lidocaine, an
anesthetic applied to the
throat.

emits a pulse of ultraviolet
light to ionize the mole
cules.
The
electrically
charged molecules are ac
celerated by an electric field
into a detector, which dis
tinguishes the smaller faster
ones from the larger slower
ones.
This one-two punch is re
markably
sensitive
to
minute amounts of organic
compounds.
"Nobody
understands

Regrettably
all sections
are full this
semester for
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Ancient seafarer shares his thoughts on world poverty
Jennifer Lewter
Science & Technology Editor

In an exclusive interview with a Merchant Marine
Radio Officer who wished to be called "Sparks," The
Exponent managed to get a glimpse at some of the
real-life situations occurring across the planet, and
noted the advice given to us by a man well experi
enced in world travel.
Exponent: You believe that every junior in high school
should spend a year over seas?
Sparks: "Yeah. You should see some of the world when
you're old enough to begin to understand what it is all
about."
Exponent: Even if the U.S. were to approve such a thing,
do you think that other countries would be happy about
that, or that they would be able to pay for it?
Sparks: "We pay for school here, we'd have to pay for
school there. Another idea would be to make everyone join
the Peace Corps for a year, sometime after high school, but
before college. Kids need to know what they do have com
pared to the rest of the world. If you're more aware of the
global world that you live in, and you realize how much
better off you are than almost anybody else, it might make
you think twice about being stupid."
Exponent: You've actually seen starving kids with swollen
bellies?
Sparks: "Yeah, in the Dominican Republic. It's about as
third world as you can possibly imagine. Dirt roads, crum
bling concrete block buildings, houses, and huts. Children
running around with children, wearing raggedy clothes."
Exponent: When these kids come up to you with swollen
bellies, begging for money, do you give them any?
Sparks: "No, you'll start a riot if you give them anything.

There are so many people that you can't give to just one. On
our last trip, one of our crew members was escorted back to
the ship by the country's (India) officials because he was
passing out money. It would've caused a riot."
Exponent: Haven't you taken rations over to people?
Sparks: "Yeah, we do all the time."
Exponent: But if we keep feeding and feeding these people
and they continue to reproduce, won't they eventually come
to a point where we can't afford to feed all of them and then
an even larger amount of people will die?
Sparks: "Yeah, but people are short-sighted. People are
busy living their own lives day-to-day and really just give
second thoughts to the rest of the world. It's hard to look at
starving children and say, 'No you can't have any grain.' It
impresses you in places like India where the population is
overwhelming. There's literally thousands and thousands of
people living in the streets. There's somewhere around 26
million people living in the Bombay area, and 20 million of
that 26 are homeless. They literally have nothing. They
roam around...
Exponent: How can they live? How can they live long
enough to reproduce?
Sparks: "That's a good question. It was strange, when we
were pulling into Bombay, it looked like twin San
Franciscos from a distance. But the closer we got, the ugli
er it got. As you get really close, you realized that they were
filthy and the place was just a madhouse."
Exponent: Are most other countries like that?
Sparks: "No. Japan is amazingly clean. They have special
rules over there. You can't drive a car that's over three years
old. I didn't see a dirty car or truck. The people are all al
most immaculate, well-scrubbed-looking. I think I saw one
bum in Japan. But they are overcrowded. They've just
learned to contend with it.
Exponent: So the real difference between the Japanese and
the Indians is that they're educated?
Sparks: "The average Japanese is much more educated

than the average oriental, I'd say. The thing that impressed
me about Taiwan, however, is that it's the only place I can
remember seeing children laughing in the streets. In most of
these other oriental countries, you'd see children of course,
but they were demure and quiet. The Taiwanese seem to
have a really care-free attitude. They're filthy. They live in
hovels. They're over-industrialized, they're polluting the
atmosphere, polluting their rivers, polluting their food sup
ply. They don't care."
Exponent: Did you have to get vaccinated before you
went?
Sparks: "We had to have cholera shots to go to India.
Yellow fever inoculations, too. There's only a couple of
countries left in the world where you have to have inocula
tions before you go to them. India's one of them. West
Africa is the other."
Exponent: Now that you've sailed around the world more
than a dozen times, and you've seen first hand how overpopulated the world is, would you agree with a government
regulation enforcing that couples only have two or less chil
dren?
Sparks: "No, you can't do that...There are organizations
that try to explain population control."
Exponent: Is there anywhere else on earth you'd consider
leaving the United States for?
Sparks: "Everything considered, no. New Zealand is really
pretty. And, of course, I could conceive owning my own
south sea island somewhere. That would be nice."
Exponent: So what's the average American supposed to do
about the world's problems?
Sparks: "Stop electing idiots to represent us. Care enough
not to steal from each other. Care.
"I think that kids, when you're in your teens or twenties,
should have a sampling of a third world country for awhile.
You need to actually see it for yourselves so you know it's
real, it's not a joke, and that it's a threat to the future of
mankind."
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Comedienne to open
entertainment series
you can come to my show and be able to
enjoy it," she says. "What makes me laugh
Ian Spelling
is watching normal people and observing
College Press Service
the absurdities of life-. That's how 1 get my
material. When I'm on stage, I'm just me.
Some men thought Renee Hicks is kinky
I'm the same way on stage that I am off it.
because she had a bald head. Some women Sometimes, when I get off stage, people
thought she's a lesbian because she had a say, 'OK, you can calm down now.' I say, 'I
bald head. And some people thought she's a wish I could!' I just got lucky enough to
kinky lesbian because, well, she had a bald
have this personality that lets me make peo
head.
ple laugh."
To college audiences, however. Hicks —
The comedienne, who is single, thirwho stuck with the bald look after a niece tysomething and splits her time between
botched a haircut just before a stand-up per
Los Angeles and San Francisco, reports that
formance — is among the most popular co she loves performing at colleges, where she
medians on the campus circuit. She played
recently ended her year-long "Bald
at nearly 200 colleges in the past year or so
Ambition Tour."
and was named the National College Comic
"You can't do a lot of political material
of the Year. Not bad for a former certified
for a college crowd. Even though they may
public accountant who also happens to be
vote, they may not be that up on what Newt
the daughter of a Pentecostal preacher.
Gingrich is doing because they're busy
So just how does a C.P.A. go about be
studying. But the college crowd is a lively
coming a hot comic? Would you believe it's
crowd," she notes. "If they like you, they
the
old
"friends-con
really like you, and they
vinced-her-to-get-ondemonstrate it. They'll yell
stage-at-an-open-mikeand scream, and they want
n i g h t - i n - a
an
you to party with them afFrancisco-comedy club.
tcrward. At a comedy club,
and-things-just-took-off- nOW in COliege, 6/ the audiences are like, 'Oh
from-there" story?
,
r ,
yeah, you're funny,' and
-it's mier yeiis .he highthey're drunk and slobber
energy Hicks by phone dentS cheat ...
ing on you."
from a Texas hotel, where
In addition to her campus
she's staying while in town and prOlGSSOTS
and night club appearances,

-s

"They say that

percent of stu-

for a college show. Td .
.
nirh thl^ hv Hicks has strutted her stuff
been really reluctant to go L/ LU' ^-UAU 11115
on numerous TV
TV comic
up on stage, but my friends printing at the
showcases,
such
as
dared me. Then they said,
, ,
Caroline's Comedy Hour
'We'll give you a hundred tOp Ot the teSlS,
and Evening at the Improw.
bucks.' When they talked 'g^OW VOlir
Further, she's guest starred
money, I listened. So I got
, ,{ T
,
...
w. „
u„5,„5
in a..
an episode of
Hanging
on stage, and I was really WOrk.
OW, hOW with Mr Cooper and tackled
comfortable. When I got
,
a small role in the recent
OU
m to
off, other comics came up are
film, A Low Down Dirty

Everything
You Need.
Now.
If you're a student or young professional, your needs
are different from everyone else.
At Colonial Bank we recognize this, just as we recog
nize you're on your way toward achieving great
things. So we've developed the Achiever's account —
with benefits everyone ages 18-24 can really use ...

N
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to me and said, 'You're re- cheat and do
ally good' and 'Where do
you play?' I told them it
3 pic-

that? DfciW

was my firs. Bme, and no- ^
body believed me. After

j

f

J

that night people started ing On Somebody
hiring me to emcee their
i
/
shows; that led to me quit-

eibe b paper.

ting my job as an accountant and doing the comedy
full-time."
Hicks, who was born and raised in San
Francisco and attended college at Cal State
in Hayward, explains that the secret to her
humor is her ability to mine everyday life
and everyday people for laughs. "I do what
I call humor people, which means that no
matter who you are — black, white,
Hispanic, straight or gay, male or female —

Shame. Looking to the fu
ture, Hicks foresees herself
jumping back and forth be
tween movies, television
and the stand-up comedy
circuit,
"I want to get more into act-

ing

We,ve been talkjng

with some production com
panies and to the networks.
It's just a matter of trying to find the right
projects, ones that don't rely just on my
being bald and black," concludes Hicks.
"My management team thinks something
will happen soon ... and I hope they're
right!"
Renee Hicks will appear at Mom's in the
University Center on Thursday, September
5, at 8 p.m.
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Will Smith goes for the gold
Ian Spelling
College Press Service
This summer it was Will Smith's mission to save the world.
As fighter pilot Captain Steve Hiller in Independence Day, the sometimes rapper and
TV's former Fresh Prince of Bel-Air teams with Jeff Goldblum, Bill Pullman, Robert
Loggia, Randy Quaid and others to thwart an alien invasion.
"I'm probably the first black guy to ever save the world," says Smith, during an inter
view at a Manhattan hotel. "I feel like the Jackie Robinson of saving the world."
For Smith, an admitted sci-fi fan, landing the starring role in the genre epic — which is
breaking box-office records — almost was too good to be true.
"Independence Day is one of those projects that comes along once in a career. It has
everything," he enthuses during an interview at a Manhattan hotel. "You laugh, you cry,
and it has action. It has that ensemble cast. It's everything that you could want from a
movie."
So, what appeals to Smith about sci-fi? "I believe it's arrogant for us humans to think
we're the only beings that exist in this vast universe. That's deep, right?" he says, laugh
ing. "There are a lot of different planets and things, and unexplained occurrences. So,
there HAS to be something else.
"Humans naturally gravitate toward the unknown. Things that we don't understand ex
cite us. That's what it is about sci-fi. You can actually see the planets and stars, but you
can't get close enough to them to really know what's there. [The writing-producing-directing team] Dean Devlin and Roland Emmerich have done an incredible job of allow
ing us to glimpse into that 'What if?' The film is just so real."
As part of his preparation for playing Hiller, Smith looked at the examples set by Bruce
Willis and Harrison Ford. Willis, in his Die Hard adventures, mastered portraying he
roes, while Ford's playful performances in the Star Wars trilogy were something to
which Smith aspired. Though Smith acted in such films as Made In America, Six
Degrees of Separation and Bad Boys, he knew Independence Day demanded of him a
different type of performance.
"Willis plays one of those heroes who don't want to be heroes. The last thing Bruce
wants to do (in the original Die Hard) is step on that glass. If he could do anything to get
out of stepping on it, he would. Ford plays his characters that way, too," he explains.
"That was the one thing I really concentrated on: Don't be the guy who walks out with
the gun in hand and stands in the middle shooting away while everyone is shooting all
around him. I want to be the guy who says, 'Why are you all shooting at me?' I want to
be the guy who does heroic things out of necessity, not out of an enjoyment of it."
While Smith won two Grammy Awards as part of the rap duo D.J. Jazzy Jeff and the
Fresh Prince, he plans to stay with films. A Bad Boys sequel is one likely project and
Smith is currently in Manhattan shooting Men In Black, costarring with Tommy Lee
Jones and Linda Fiorentino. "I'm an NYPD officer and Tommy is a Man in Black," re
veals Smith. "The Men in Black was a government agency put together to police and
monitor alien traffic on the planet Earth. They are starting to get old and they need a new
member. So, they recruit me."
Musician. TV star. And now movie star. It would seem Smith's greatest challenge
would be keeping his equilibrium. He figures it's not even an issue.
"I enjoy life. I enjoy people and having fun," Smifh says. "I was never insecure enough
to have to validate myself through my work. If I had a record that was a hit, that was
great. If it wasn't a hit, I didn't need that to say who I was. It was something I did for
fun."
He felt that way, too, about his TV series, and he feels that way about his burgeoning
film career. "If I put my all into it, whatever happens, happens."

Escape from L.A. is just
what you would expect
Crystal Tillery
Entertainment Writer
Want futuristic action and adventure?
You've got it. Want realism, wit and pleaseno-corny-scenes? Look elsewhere.
We first met our hero Snake (Kurt
Russell) in Escape from New York, when he
did the impossible and rescued the
President. Now he's back
in
John
Carpenter's
Escape from L.A. with an
other impossible mission
on the left coast.
The big quake has final
ly hit California, and L.A.
is a Pacific island. All of
the criminals and undesir
ables live there, yet it is
the only place in a restricted and tyrantruled U.S. that has true freedom. The
President-for-life possesses a little black
box that controls the fate of the world.
When activated, the box will mm off any
thing run by electricity or batteries, suppos
edly setting civilization back by centuries.
(I don't understand why people don't just
lurn their cars back on, make new batteries,
or reharness electricity. After all, the know-

how was not lost!) The President's daugh
ter, carrying this black box with her, runs
off with her boyfriend, a renegade who
wants power and control of the world etc.,
etc. Snake is taken from prison and injected
with a virus that will kill him within ten
hours. To receive the antidote he must kill
the renegade and regain the box.
Snake meets many characters on his jour
ney, some unsavory and some just crazy,
none of whom he trusts.
Some of the scenes with
these characters are laugh
ably ridiculous. The spe
cial effects are totally oflthe-wall, which makes this
movie
seem
surreal.
Violence, power, and be
trayal are a few of the
themes. (Surprise!) The
legendary bad guy (really a good guy) who
defies death more than once and always
gets the last laugh is another.
The lack of realism and beyond-real spe
cial effects may be meant to make fun of the
average action/adventure flick. Whether in
tentional or not, they still makes for a stu
pidly funny flick chock full of violence,
special effects and, of course,- half-clad
girls.

VOUR RD COULD RE HERE
FOR R LOT LESS THAN VOU
MIGHT THINK!

Novel may have inspired bomb suspect
College Press Service

Live Music
A Joseph Conrad novel about a mad professor who shuns academia and builds a bomb
may have inspired Unabomber suspect Ted Kaczynski, the Washington Post reported.
Kaczynski, a former math professor indicted in four Unabomber attacks, read Conrad's
The Secret Agent about a dozen times, federal authorities and his family members told the
Post.

Most Thurs,
Fri, Sat Nites.

The novel, published in 1907, is about a mad professor who lives in a tiny room and
fashions a bomb to destroy an observatory referred to as "that idol of science."
Kaczynski's primitive, one-room shack in the Montana hills was much like the protag
onist's "hermitage," according to the Post.
Even before Kaczynski's arrest, FBI agents had noted striking parallels between the
Unabomber suspect, who targeted science and technology experts, and Conrad's mad
professor, who held a scathing contempt for science, according to the Post.
FBI agents reportedly sent a copy of The Secret Agent to scholars last summer in an ef
fort to identify the mysterious killer who eluded them throughout an 18-year mail-bomb
ing spree.

the Internet

Lite Lunch Sandwiches
Served Daily
After 11:00 AM

Surf

Yummy
Desserts!!

on 'JavaLink"

704 Pratt
Open 'till Midnight Fri & Sat

The attacks, many of which targeted university professors, killed three and maimed 23
others.

Student or Staff College IDs Receive 15% Discount!

The Post also reported that federal agents believe Kaczynski used the alias "Conrad" or
"Konrad" while staying at hotels in the Sacramento-area, where he allegedly went on
three occasions to send mail bombs.

Look J or our New Shop at 413 Jordan Ln
Opening Soon!!
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UAH charges over bulldogs UAH basketball heading
Alicia Tyson
for 'challenging schedule'
now and then that it's so
hard to say."

Sports Editor

The UAH Men's Soccer
team is off to a great start.
The Chargers outplayed
and outscored the A&M
Bulldogs 4-1 in a scrim
mage Sunday afternoon at
Charger Field.
"I want to thank A&M for
coming out and scrimmag
ing," said UAH Head
Coach Carlos Petersen. "I
think it's a great situation
for both universities to
come together in a pre-season scrimmage being such
rivals as they are."
It was nice to have the fan
support. We hope to see
everybody out here on the
31 for our first game of the
season."
In contrast with past
games against the Bulldogs,
the Chargers not only main
tained the lead but also
commanded control of the
field for the majority of the
game.
However, it is early in the
season and the annual
Mayor's Cup game will be a
different story.
"This was a scrimmage
and we'll play differently in
the Mayor's Cup and they
will play differently in the
Mayor's
Cup,"
said
Petersen.
Both teams can mature
and develop and you have
injuries and there is going to
be so much change between

UAH maintained a fast
pace, working plays down
the line and penetrating the
A&M defense.
With 29 minutes left in
the first half, UAH mid
fielder Rodrigo Maior ,
dribbling through several
A&M defensive players,
crossed to striker Lincoln
Ziyenge for the header at
the top of the 18.

UAH kept up the pace,
making tight and controlled
passes in and around the
A&M midfield.
A&M, not to be outdone,
mustered several runs down
the wing only to be halted
by the strong UAH defence
and defender Henry Mpagi.
Only nine minutes later,
Bruce Ogelsby, fed the ball
over the top of the Bulldog
defence to Ziyenge for an
other header just past keep
er Josh Rohre to bring the
score to 2-0 for UAH.
Play continued fast with a
bit of desperation apparent
in the A&M attacking play.
The half ended in a two
goal lead for the Chargers.
At the beginning of the
second half, A&M stepped
up the attacking pressure.
UAH continued to have
solid breakaways, based on
good field communication
to start the breakaways with
crosses out of the midfield.
Charger
Trey
Knox
widened the lead to 3-0 by
putting the finishing touch

es on an indirect kick at the
top of the 18 with 15 min
utes left in the match.
A&M responded four
minutes later bringing the
score to 3-1.
Striker Ikem Udhe beat
the UAH defence on the
wing and sounded off a shot
to the near post at the top of
the six.

Michael Napier

December 19.
"It's a very challenging
schedule,"
UAH
Head
Coach Bill Peterson said.
"I'm excited with the ad
dition of Vanderbilt, an SEC
school. It's a great opportu
nity for our players and our
piogram."
The Chargers will open
the season on Tuesday,
Nov. 19 against Athens
State. UAH will play 11

Sports Writer
Vanderbilt University of
the
Southeastern
Conference highlights the
University of Alabama in
Huntsville's
26-game
men's basketball regular
season schedule.
The game at Memorial
Gym in Nashville will be
played
on
Thursday,

With a marginally slowed
pace, UAH still held the
edge on the game and
rounded out the scoring and
the match with a goal in the
final four minutes.
Charger Fred Kalule skill
fully beat out a one on one
match with an A&M de
fender and calmly side
stepped the keeper to lay the
shot home and bring the
game to 4-1 for the
Chargers.
Petersen has high hopes
for this season and talent
filled team.
Simply put, "We want to
be Gulf South Conference
Champions and we want to
win the Nationals," said
Petersen.
We hope we'll get recog
nized for our play and go to
Nationals."
I'm very happy with the
freshman class of new play
ers," added Petersen. "We
need to demonstrate a little
bit more self-discipline and
we need to get fitter, but we
have a nice base to work
with and we hope to go
from that and have a suc
cessful season."

home games, including
their
Gulf
South
Conference opener with
Valdosta State on Jan. 4.
"We're playing in a real
ly good tournament in
Florida with Division II
powerhouses," Peterson
said. "Plus a strong nonconference schedule, with
teams that have made the
NCAA tournament within
the past two years."

He drinks a leadins sports
drink. He replenishes fluids,
not nutrients.

Here's the call.
Man rushes tor 175
yards. He sweats. He
needs nutrients.

Later, he drinks milk.
He sets calcium.
Potassium. Other
nutrients. The fans
30 wlld-they start
the wave.

Do you enjoy going to sports games?
Then you meet one of the requirements for
b e c o m i n g a §jp©!Ptl8 Wrm? f o r T h e E x p o n e n t !
For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n c o n t a c t Alicia Tyson a t 8 9 8 - 6 0 9 0 .

Kappa Sigma

new areas of interest, and pre

to colonize a new fraternity

Dear new student.

pare yourself for the "real

chapter at the University of

a student organization and so
cial society from the ground

world." Today, a degree by it

Alabama in Huntsville and we

up.

self is often not enough to get

y

Congratulations on your de
cision to attend UAH. At
UAH, you will face many
challenges and be presented

the job of your dreams.

with numerous opportunities.
Obtaining your degree is only

tunities you will have is the

part of the college experience.
You will meet people, explore

a re very proud to
become a part of

This is one of the most chal

UAH and its Greek

lenging, but also one of the
most rewarding, experiences

chance to become a fraternity

As a potential member of a

you will face during your un
dergraduate years. If you are

man. Kappa Sigma was re

new fraternity at UAH, you

cently granted the opportunity

have the opportunity to build

One of the numerous oppor
system.

interested in building lifelong
friendships, developing your

leadership and communica

free to explore the Kappa

tion skills, and getting in
volved in student life at UAH,

Sigma

we encourage you to contact
the Kappa Sigma Fraternity at

for further background infor
mation.

1-804-295-3193 and ask for
Jeff Vaala or Hale Nelson.

luck in your academic pur

We can also be contacted

suits and encourage you to

via

the

Internet

at

KSIMH@aol.com. Please feel

homepage

http://www.kappasigma.org

We wish you the best of

check out the Greek system at
UAH.

ne
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Baseball adds valley players Puppa signs with Ice Pilots
offensive capabilities and
will provide a strong lefthanded bat in the middle of
our lineup."
Westmorland, a Decatur
native, played for coach
Mark Lee at Shoals C.C.
where he was 6-3 in 1995.
He helped lead Shoals to the
Northern Division champi
onship and a berth in the
Alabama
State
Junior
College Tournament.
He prepped at Austin
High School where he was
an all-area selection three
times and the 1993 Most
Valuable Player for Coach
Billy Miles. Westmorland
was selected in the 1994 pro
draft by the Cleveland
Indians.
Cartee, a native of
Moulton, played for coach

Michael Napier
Sports Editor
The
University
of
Alabama in Huntsville
baseball team will add
right-handed pitcher Ken
Westmorland from Shoals
Community College and
catcher/outfielder
Kevin
Cartec from Wallace State
Community College in
Hanceville to the Charger
lineup for the 1997 season.
"We are excited to add
Ken and Kevin to our pro
gram." UAH Head Coach
Bobby Pierce said.
"Ken has the ability to
pitch some valuable innings
for us and will undoubtedly
push for a spot as a confer
ence starter.
"Kevin has tremendous

UAH baseball signs
two for 1997 season
Slay, a 6'1", 190-pound
second baseman, played for
Coach Mark Lee at Shoals
Community College in
Muscle Shoals, Ala.
As a sophomore in 1996,
he hit .306 with six home
runs, 12 doubles and 26
RBIs while playing much of
the season with an injured
hand.
Slay was instrumental in
leading Shoals to their
fourth consecutive Northern
Division title and a berth in
the Alabama junior college
state tournament.
He graduated in 1994
from Sheffield High School
where as a senior he led the
team with a .598 average.

Michael Napier
Sports Editor
Kyle Nichols, an inficldcr
from Southport, Fla., and
Brandon Slay, a second
baseman from Sheffield,
Ala., will join the 1997
University of Alabama in
Huntsville baseball team.
Nichols, a 6'2", 200pound first baseman, played
for coach Harry Frank at
Mosely High School in
Panama City, Fla.
As a senior in 1996, he set
a school record by hitting
.527 with seven home runs
and twenty RBIs.
Nichols was named team
MVP, all county, all-state
and was selected to play on
the Team Florida All-Stars.
Nichols is the younger
brother of 1996 UAH stand
out Kevin Nichols, who is
continuing his baseball ca
reer in the Philadelphia
Phillies organization.

Randy Putman at Wallace
State in Hanceville and
helped lead the Lions to two
Alabama
State
Junior
College Tournament berths.
Cartee hit .350 in 1996
with 18 doubles and three
home runs, earning all-divi
sion honors and making the
state all-tournament team.
At East Lawrence High
School, he was voted allarea three times and won
the
Lawrence
County
Player of the Year Award in
1993.
The Chargers finished
their inaugural season at 3716 and won the Gulf South
Conference East Division
title.
They were ranked as high
as eighth in the nation and
finished the season at No.
16.

Arty Goodman
Special to the Exponent
PENSACOLA, Fla. —
Goaltender Derek Puppa
and forward Alexander
Chunchukov have become
the first two players to sign
contracts
with
the
Pensacola Ice Pilots as the
team prepares for its first
season
in
northwest
Florida.
Puppa is 24 years old and
the younger brother of
Darren Puppa, veteran netminder for the Tampa Bay
Lightning of the National
Hockey League.
The 5'9", 170 pound
Derek comes to the Ice
Pilots fresh from the 1996
NCAA-Division II cham
pion
University
of
Alabama-Huntsville team

DEREK PUPl'A

for which he set every
school goaltending record
over the course of a fouryear collegiate career.
In the 1995-96 season,
Puppa compiled a 23-0-3
mark, with a 1.80 goals
against average and a .932
save percentage (all school
records).
Chunchukov
(pro-

&

v
*

UAH NERD DISCOUNT

<V

If you are smart enough you can save a lot of BUCKS at Bendall Apts.
We have 500 apartments to select from in the vicinity of Drake Ave./Patton Rd area
All prices are for unfurnished apartments. Slightly more for furnished apartment.
If you can afford it; if not we'll try to throw something together.

Regular Price
Run of the Mill Student
2.5 GPA Procrastinator
3.0 GPA Nerd Pretender
3.5 GPA Genuine Nerd
4.0 GPA Einstein Clone*

STUDIO

1BR

2 BR

3 BR

$225
$215
$195
$185
$175
$150

$250
$235
$225
$210
$195
$175

$345
$315
$275
$255
$235
$225

$385
$375
$355
$325
$295
$255

FOR STUDENTS ON PROBATION:
Breezeway, Parking Lot & Dumpster available for $.25/head/mo. Includes free food,
garbage pickup, and solar utilities. No discount if it rains.
We have had good experiences renting to UAH students. Come by for an interview.
* You better bring your transcript. We ain't taking your word for it!!!

534-1111 or 882-7669
Please call Mr. Bendall for discussion about rates.

s

PAYMENT:

TO ORDER; Call 890-6090 or 890-6091 or
fax it to us at 890-6096 or
e-mail it to us at ocasiog@iquest.com

IBM 486-DX2,66 Mhz

*

4200 Penny St., SW

We expect them to be
huge contributors in the
lineup in seasons to come."

FOR SRIE

1996-97 season tickets
for all Pensacola Ice Pilots
home games are available
by calling 432-7825.

BENDALL APARTMENTS

2-

"Kyle and Brandon are
both solid hitters with
power potential," UAH
Head Coach Bobby Pierce
said.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

nounced:CHUN-cha-koff)
is a 25 year old, 6'1", 195
pound East Coast Hockey
League veteran who skated
for the Nashville Knights
last season.
The Riga, Lativa native
scored twenty goals and
picked up 31 assists for a
total of 51 points in 55
games.
The Ice Pilots begin their
first regular season in
Pensacola Civic Center
against the Tallahassee
Tiger Sharks.
The club begins the
1996-97 campaign on the
road, on October 18 in
Biloxi
against
the
Mississippi Sea Wolves.

Master Card, Discover, Visa, checks and cash ac
cepted. No two-party checks accepted. Pre-payment required without established credit

HELP WANTED

Shift. Willing to work around

ing for outgoing personalities

call: 1-800-263-6495 ext

Call Ahsan Mohiddin at (407)

class schedules. Close to UAH

with some college background

F54711

726-2212.

THE JOB SHOP - On-line jobs

Campus (see the map in our dis

and a great knowledge of music.

All rates based on 25 words or
less:

8MB

Tower,

via Internet, AOL, etc.; comput

play ad on page 3). Hourly wage

A fun and exciting place to work.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!

AIRLINE JOBS!

4xCD-R0M, 3.5 and 5 1/4 drive

ers/laser printers; resume writ

+ tips. Generous Employee

Applications available at first

Earn up to $2,000+/month.

Now hiring domestic & interna

Student lost & found: FREE

bays, SVGA, SCSI card, 14.4

ing/interviewing workshops; 60+

Meal Discount. Fun working en

Disc Go Round on University

World Travel. Seasonal & full-

tional staff! Flight attendants,

Fax/Data modem, speakers,

national

newspapers/publica

vironment. No experience nec-

Drive in

time positions. No exp. neces

ticket agents, reservationist,

WIN95,

tions; free paper, envelopes,

essary-we'il train ya. Prefer 21+

Shopping Center.

sary. For info, call 1-206-971-

ground crew + more. Excellent

Games, etc. LOADED! $1100

copier; affordable Fax service;

years of age. Apply in person

3550, ext. C54713

travel benefits! Call Airline

Call Lisa at (205) 830-2455

resume referral service. Located

Monday thru Friday 2 p.m.-4:30

in Executive Plaza across from

p.m.

Student personal: S2.00
Student business / on-campus /
non-profit organizations: $5.00
Local business: $7.50
National business: S10.00
Additional words: $0.f 5/word
Extra all cap words: SO.IO/word
Extra bolded words: S0.25/word
Centered 1st line: S0.50
Border box: SI.00
Scanned in logo: S2.50

RAM,

275HD,

WordPerfect

5.1,

This space could
have been
YOURS!

Office Depot. 722-9505

the

Home

Depot

Employment Services. 1-206HOUSE FOR RENT!
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!

Three bed, 1 1/2 bathroom, car

PART TIME-FULL TIME

Over $6 Billionin private sector

port, fenced yard, central air,

EARN MONEY while having fun

Disc Go Round, a national fran

grants & scholarships is now

1400 squ. feel, $500 p/month.

Beauregard's is Currently Hiring

chise. is expanding to its 2nd

available. All students are eligi

8415 Karter Street, near

Servers for both Day & Night

store in Huntsville. We are look

ble. Let us help. For more info.

Holmes and Jordan.

971-3690 ext L54711

Check our low
rates.
Advertise!!
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College football irons out Pre-season training ends
championship agreement for Charger fall athletes

Big 10 and Pac-10 champs
will continue to play in
Colleen DeBaise
Pasadena in the years the
College Press Service
Rose Bowl does not host
the national championship
Imagine: No more argu game.
ments in campus bars or
That's providing the Big
rants on sports talk radio 10 ai.d Pac-1 0 are not
about which college foot ranked No.l and No. 2.
ball team is really No. 1.
The Rose Bowl is sched
Beginning with the 1998 uled to host the top teams
season, college football no matter who they are —
fans will have a national in a national championship
championship title game to game in 2002.
watch.
At a July 25 press confer
ABC Sports announced ence, most coaches spoke
July 23 that it had signed a highly of the new alliance,
seven-year deal with the although University of
Big Ten, Pac-10 and the Michigan coach Lloyd CanBowl Alliance to match the expressed some misgivings.
No. 1 and No. 2 college
"The first Rose Bowl to
football teams in a post-sea see a Big Ten team not par
son game.
ticipating will be a sad day,"
"Thanks to the hard work Carr said. "I think it's the
of all the conference com greatest experience a team
missioners and athletic di can have. I hate to see it
rectors, college football will end.n
finally have a guaranteed
University of Wisconsin
national championship foot coach Barry Alverez said he
ball game," said ABC
foresaw disappointment in a
Sports President Steve year without a champi
Bornstein.
onship game for the Big 10
Under the plan, the Rose and Pac-1 0.
Bowl and three other bowls
"The only downside of
still to be determined would the issue of an alliance is if
be in a rotation to host the for some reason someone
national title game, regard who hasn't been there like
less of their conference af us (in 1994) all of a sudden
filiation.
wins the league and that
The current bowls in the happens to be the year they
alliance — the Fiesta, are playing the national
Orange and Sugar — are championship game," said
expected to remain in the Wisconsin coach Barry
rotation.
Alverez. "Naturally, it
The toughest part of the would be a disappoint
deal was satisfying the Rose ment."
Bowl, which previously re
He added: "But you still
sisted becoming part of the won the league, and I think
alliance.
that's very little to give up
Since 1946, the champi for the remainder of the
ons of the Big Ten and the package. I think it's good
Pac-10 have been meeting for college football and
in Pasadena for the bowl good for our league."
known
as
the
Per-team payouts in the
"Granddaddy" of them all.
first year of the alliance are
According to ABC, the expected to be in the$12

The Exponent is looking
for some daring people
who want to have fun!
You must have previous
writing experience, 2.0 GPA, en
thusiastic, and be currently en
rolled at UAH.
For more informationm contact Gricel
M. Ocasio at 890-6090 or email at
ocasiog@iquest.com
Si

million to$13 million range,
according to reports.
The new system, unlike
college basketball and pro
football, will not involve a
playoff and would most
likely continue to use the
Associated Press poll and
USA Today/CNN coaches'
poll to pick the top two
teams.
If the current rotation
schedule remains intact, the
site of the first national
championship game will be
the Fiesta Bowl in Tempe,
Ariz., in 1999.

Special to The
Exponent
Most of the UAH Fall
sports teams have begun
winding down their intense
pre-season conditioning
and skills practice and
have began preparing for
the daily grind of the regu
lar season.
Both men's and women's
soccer teams are concen
trating on field tactics in
readying for away scrim
mage contests this week

end (see Stuff To Do, page
2) against NAIA oppo
nents.
The men will take on
Covenant
College
at
Lookout Mtn. Ga in the af
ternoon, and the women
play against Birmingham
Southern in Birmingham
in an early evening contest.
The gym floor in Spragins
Hail will have to wait an
other week for a break from
daily
pounding
from
Charger Volleyball spikers.
The volleyball team will
set its first action when it

travels to Commerce,
Texas on August 30 for a
weekend Division II tour
nament at East Texas State.
The Charger cross coun
try runners are into dis
tance conditioning, pound
ing the pavement around
campus getting ready for
their first run of the season.
The harriers first run of
the season is at Alabama
A&M
on
Saturday,
September 7. Meanwhile,
the Charger tennis squads
begin training for their fall
training season

The Campus PI

: :: ::

With Compass Bank's new Campus
Plan checking account, you'll have one less
thing to pay for at registration this year...
Maybe even the next three years, too!
Here's the deal:
Free Checking — No monthly service
charges on your Campus Plan checking
account for 4 years (or until you turn 26,
whichever comes first).
Free ATM Access Anywhere* — The
Campus Plan includes a Compass Courier8
card that gives you unlimited ATM trans
actions anywhere with no fees from
Compass. So use it at any ATM on campus,
at home, or on the road with no charges
from us! If you qualify, you can upgrade
your card to the Compass Check Card.SM*

No per-check charges
A/o monthly service charges
No ATM transaction fees

Same ATM benefits, plus you can use it to
make purchases anywhere VISA is accepted
and your transactions come right out of
your checking account.
Free Checks, Too — We'll even throw
in your first order of personalized Compass
Bank checks free.
The Campus Plan means a checking
account is one less thing you'll have to pay
for this fall. You can start with as little
as $100, so open your new Campus Plan
checking account today. Visit your nearest
Compass Bank office for more details.

[€3 Compass Bank

NORTHWFS? OFHCE 2^! C
. PlTl
*'
^ LANE °FF'CE: 1002 J°rdan Lane'532'6300'
W m T F S R H R C O F F ^ E \
• G O V E R N O R SD R l V ROFFICE: 114 Governors Drive,532-6270,
U'e
e- 532'6280' HAYSLAND SQUARR OFFICE: 100 Cameron Road. 532-6290,
CITY OF MADISON: 3735 Sulhvan Street. 532-6565 / All Compass Banks are members FDIC. -Subject to credit approval

